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Two New Yorkers take on an even bigger metropolis. “Fullest, most vivid portrait of a city in
years” (The New York Times Magazine). When the Big Apple no longer felt big enough, Dave
Prager and his wife moved to a city of sixteen million people—with seemingly twice as many
honking horns. Based on their popular blog Our Delhi Struggle, this book is Dave’s top-to-bottom
account of a megacity he describes as simultaneously ecstatic, hallucinatory, feverish, and
hugely energizing. Weaving together useful observations and hilarious anecdotes, Dave covers
what you need to know to enjoy the city and discover its splendors: its sprawling layout, some
favorite sites, the food, the markets, and the challenges of living in or visiting a city that presents
every human extreme at once. Among his revelations: secrets that every Delhiite knows,
including the key phrase for successfully negotiating with any shopkeeper; the most fascinating
neighborhoods, and the trendiest; the realities behind common stereotypes; tips for enjoying
street food and finding hidden restaurants, as well as navigating the transportation system; and
the nuances of gestures like the famous Indian head bobble. Delirious Delhi is at once a tribute
to a great world city and an invitation to explore. Read it, and you’ll want to book the next
flight! “Full of useful—and often hilarious—information.” —The Times of India “His investigations
are acute and amusing . . . Expats [in Delhi]: send this to your friends abroad to give them an
idea of what you’re going through.” —Time Out Delhi “Passages of great sensitivity and superb
writing . . . Foreigners who intend to spend time in urban India . . . will be grateful for Dave
Prager’s book.” —Outlook Traveller
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SeeAcknowledgmentsIndex1The First Morning andOther MysteriesWe knew we would love
living in Delhi the moment we heard the door-to-door paella salesman.Ah, paella! The national
dish of Spain. A sumptuous fusion of saffron rice, scallops, prawns, peas, sausage and
cuttlefish. We’d expected Delhi to be cosmopolitan, but never did we imagine men would be
riding around with giant canvas sacks of paella strapped to their bicycles. In our eight years in
New York City, the most exotic street food we ever found was the guy selling gyros on 47th
Street. But we had to go to him—nobody ever rode around Brooklyn shouting “fa-laaaaaaa-fel!”
and dispensing hummus by the scoop. But after just fifteen hours in our new flat in the Hauz
Khas market neighborhood of south Delhi, we already had a guy selling Valencian delicacies



right outside our bedroom window.Lying in our new bed, Jenny and I listened to the cry that was
to fill our ears every subsequent morning for the next eighteen months. “Pie-ehhhhhhh-AH!” he
hollered, riding slowly by three stories below. “Pie-ehhhhhhh-AH!”We were already half-awake.
Our restless morning had begun at sunrise, when the mosque across Aurobindo Marg cranked
up its call to prayer through crackling speakers that were loud enough for Muhammad himself to
make no mistake about how reverent they were. Soon after that came the honking, as every
vehicle began saying ‘good morning’ to every other vehicle on the road, a call-andresponse that
would end with goodnight honks only around 11 p.m. And just as we began to wonder if renting a
bedroom that overlooked a busy road was a bad idea, the paella man rode by and put all our
fears to rest. ‘Pieehhhhhhh-AH!’We peeked out the window on his third pass and saw him: thin,
wiry, dressed in clothes that had long since been sun-bleached out of whatever shade of beige
he’d bought them at, riding a colorless bike with one rag-wrapped bundle strapped behind the
seat and another to the handlebars.“Ah,” I said. “That back bundle must be where he keeps the
paella.” We wondered what the front bundle contained: thyme and saffron shakers? Bottles of
2006 Baron de Barbon Oak-Aged Rioja to pair with the meal? Extra cuttlefish for preferred
customers?And what other culinary delights were to be peddled by? We salivated in anticipation
of the crêpe guy. We wondered if the sushi salesman could get fresh ahi this far inland. Oh!
Maybe a gazpachowallah would come around during the hottest months!That morning, our first
morning in our new flat but our sixth in the country (we’d stayed in my company’s flat in Gurgaon,
the tech hub south of Delhi, five days beyond our realization that we didn’t want to live in
Gurgaon), Jenny and I lay in bed and listened to the sounds of the city outside our window. We
were neophytes in Delhi, and the struggles that would soon confound us—where do we go to
buy a wireless router? why does every third car have a sticker promoting “Fun ’N Food Village” in
its rear window? how do we call an ambulance at two in the morning?—were still waiting beyond
our bedroom walls. We would soon explore the streets of a city we’d never imagined we’d
actually live in. We would soon see the full gamut of the human experience on those streets,
from joy in the most despairing of circumstances to cruelty perpetrated by those who have
everything in the world. We would soon watch dogs get beaten. We would soon see children get
saved. We would soon meet holy men and unnoticed women who should be saints. We would
soon stumble upon hidden treasures and walk past transcendent sights without noticing a thing.
We would soon explore as much as we could manage. We would soon learn as much as we
could absorb.But we would barely scratch the surface. Every time we left our Delhi flat, we’d
return home with more questions than answers. Which means we never became “Delhi experts.”
We’ll never be “Delhi experts.” Even if the city wasn’t constantly changing—even if the Delhi we
experienced could be frozen in time so that we could explore every inch before its next iteration
came along—our grasp of the city would always be limited by the cultural filters through which
we can’t help but view things. All we know about Delhi is what we saw, what people told us, and
what we think we’ve figured out. No matter how much we would try to immerse ourselves, our
Delhi would remain a rarefied one: we were comparatively rich and unmistakably foreign, and



the only Delhi we could possibly experience was the one that aligned itself in reaction to us.This
was the third Delhi flat in which we’d woken up, but the first in which the morning symphony was
this audible. In the Gurgaon apartment, the only soundtrack had been the howls of wild dogs
and the pounding of construction machinery that could induce headaches even from twenty-
three stories up. And in the apartment I’d stayed in during the month of August, in a
neighborhood called Greater Kailash-II, the morning’s sounds were muted, distant and almost
tranquil. (That apartment, obviously, did not face the road.)My August in GK-II had been a test:
for my soon-to-be employer, to see if they’d want to commit to me on a longterm basis; and for
me, to see if I’d have the cojones to leave the city in which I’d lived for eight years and the
country in which I’d lived for thirty. They did, and so did I. And just two days after first landing in
the country, I called Jenny in New York from a yellow STD kiosk in the GK-II M Block market and
gushed, “I think I could live here forever. I love it here!”Five months later, I hated it.Most books
about India written by Westerners document an obligatory “personal journey”: at first they hate
India, but then they “learn to love it.” At first they’re overwhelmed by the chaos, but then “the soul
of the people shines through.” At first they’re horrified by the poverty, but then they “find
spirituality” in every speck of dirt.Our trajectory in India was different. We loved it instantly and
intensely, every bit of it, as frightening and overwhelming and incomprehensible as it was. But
then, as novelty turned into routine, we grew disgusted with it all: first the pollution, then the
traffic, then the poverty, then the constant fear of getting swindled, and then just about
everything that wasn’t what we knew back home.But that wasn’t our journey’s end. Instead, we
were to vacillate back and forth between the two extremes—love India, hate India, love India,
hate India—until we found equilibrium. We learned to love the things that should be loved, and to
hate the things there are to hate. Most of all, we learned that both these aspects of India—the
good and the bad—must be taken together.We would never describe India as “spiritual,” like so
many do, because that would mean ignoring all the misery. Nor would we call it “disgusting,” like
so many do, because that would mean ignoring all its beauty. Our attitude towards India now
mirrors our attitude towards our own United States: some aspects turn our stomachs, but others
make us soar with joy. India—like all countries—offers both.But all these emotions were ahead
of us. The love and the hate, the heat and the cold, the sickness and the worry—all these were
still to come. We were still aurally innocent as we awoke in our new flat; and as we listened to
these sounds without meaning, our only context was the sounds that we’d left back in the Park
Slope neighborhood of Brooklyn, New York City, where we’d lived the previous four years.That
bedroom also overlooked a busy road. Which meant that mornings there also had a soundtrack.
Thursdays began with a garbage truck roaring down the street, inching from house to house on
its fifteen-minute journey in and out of earshot while one worker drove and the other two trailed
behind on foot, lifting and dumping curbside garbage cans into the back of the truck. When the
truck was full, they would pull a lever to compact the trash; and on those unlucky mornings when
they did so directly in front of our window, the truck’s volume would double—and our sleep
would be shattered—as its pneumatic presses ground into action. Monday mornings were



worse: the twice-weekly garbage trucks were joined by once-weekly recycling collection trucks
as well as by entrepreneurial bottle collectors who raced to collect the weekend’s empties before
the city could pick them up. They rattled stolen shopping carts down the sidewalk, and the
bottles they’d already collected knocked together at every crack in the cement.The song of
municipal sanitation was a biweekly performance. But it came on top of a daily morning
soundtrack. Neighborhood cars with poor mufflers roared to life. The guy across the street
assured himself that masculinity was both equated with and demonstrated by how loud he could
rev his motorcycle. The radio station’s traffic copter hovered overhead to visually confirm that,
yes, the Gowanus Expressway was jammed once again. In winters, the ancient steam pipes in
our hundred-year-old brownstone would shriek and bang as the heat kicked in. Summer
weekends often began with our neighbor Hector shouting at Sherlock, his tenant and ex-wife’s
sister’s husband, who possessed the loudest laugh we’d ever heard. (“You know what?” Hector
hollered during one memorable morning row, “You’re an asshole!” Hector slammed his front
door, Sherlock’s laugh rattled our windows, and our hopes for sleeping past nine were dashed
once again.)We cursed these sounds at first. Hector and Johnny Motorcycle and the New York
City Department of Environmental Protection made us pledge to forever avoid front-facing
bedrooms. But we soon learned to sleep through it. And we eventually learned to sleep through
Delhi’s dawn din.Not that Delhi’s night had been that much quieter. The warbling horns of the
trucks on Aurobindo Marg (which were banned from city streets during daytime but free to
terrorize after dark) were loud enough to invade our dreams. Worse was when the truckers with
knowledge of local streets took the shortcut past our flat. Our window was positioned exactly
where they’d switch into second gear; the roar of the high end of first gear rattled the house. And
if a single truck could bounce our floors, you can imagine how badly we were jolted by the
earthquake that hit a few weeks after we moved in, just as we were growing accustomed to
sleeping through the truck noise. It was our first earthquake: a gargantuan fright that began as a
distant roar before engulfing our whole building in its terrible vibrating grasp. Jenny and I
clutched impotently at each other and whimpered.In retrospect, there are probably better
earthquake-survival strategies than just lying in bed and hoping the building doesn’t collapse.(In
the half-hour following the quake, too scared to sleep, I resolved to learn the walking route to the
American embassy, in case we ever had to make our way on foot through a post-apocalyptic
Delhi to the safety of the embassy’s hamburgers, Budweiser, and swift repatriation. But the
embassy is in a neighborhood of streets and roundabouts that are indistinguishable and
bewildering even when the ground isn’t spewing lava, so the route proved unlearnable. If the Day
of Reckoning had arrived while we lived in Delhi, we’d have just hoped that autorickshaw drivers
couldn’t distinguish it from Delhi’s everyday apocalyptic traffic.)Delhi’s night had other noises
we’d learn to sleep through. Dogs, for instance: not as loud as trucks or earthquakes, but far
more frequent. Every square inch of Delhi is claimed by gangs of stray dogs who vociferously
defend their turf. There is a whole political structure to their world: the Hauz Khas Howlers guard
the market against territory incursions by the Aurobindo Maulers while maintaining a dumpster-



sharing agreement with the Green Park Greyhounds; the former are allowed access to the
discarded chapattis on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and alternating Saturdays, during which
time the latter take over to ensure that no passing autorickshaw goes un-barked at. The stray
dogs live, love and lie on the street; but their docile daytime trotting gives way to snarls and
warfare at night, and the evening streets echo with their power struggles.Most stray dogs are
ragged and haggard, with patchy fur and the vacant look of the perennially hunted. An exception
was the gang of three who lived outside our building: Bruno, Signal and Snoopy, who were stray
in name only. They’d been adopted by our neighbor Anya, a single woman in her thirties who
lived in her late grandfather’s flat on the floor below ours. The only difference between being
“adopted” and “owned” was that they weren’t allowed inside the building at night. The three were
fussed over and fed far too much. Fat from their lavish life, they spent their days napping,
waddling from one nap to another, and biting the tires of passing cars. By night, though, the envy
of strays who actually had to work for a living meant that their territory was constantly being
encroached. So their vocal cords got the workout their scavenging muscles never did, inevitably
right below our bedroom window.But nighttime was serene as compared to morning, starting at
sunrise with the mosque, followed closely by car horns and bicycle bells and paellawallahs. After
that came less delicious sounds, like the pigeons who had regular sex on our air conditioner,
their claws scratching the metal surface of the window unit, the male cooing pigeon poetry while
desperately flapping himself into the mounting position. Or like the workers at the ICICI Bank
depository across the street who dropped metal boxes out of armoured cars and threw other
boxes inside, their hollow booms observed by a dozen guards who stood around fingering
ancient rifles. The sweepers then joined the chorus, pushing a day’s accumulation of dust into
the gutters so that passing cars and passers-by throughout the day would kick it up to coat the
sidewalks and driveways, ensuring the sweepers would have something to sweep again the next
morning.A school bell chimes at nine with the sound of an air-raid siren. Doorbells begin ringing
as maids begin arriving for their daily chores, and neighbors begin shouting at maids for being
late. One of them clatters up metal stairs outside our kitchen to the servants’ toilet on the roof
above our heads; soon we hear splashing as he comes back down to bathe with unheated water
drawn from the outdoor tap. (“You’ve spoiled your servants,” we heard Anya’s mother tell her
once, “by letting them wash the dishes with hot water.”)The sound of the servant washing finally
roused us out of bed and into the shower. Fortunately, we’d known from our Gurgaon flat to turn
on the hot water geyser a half-hour beforehand. We also knew that “geyser” was pronounced
“geezer” in Delhi, bringing to mind the image of a grumpy old man complaining from his perch on
the wall above our toilet about the electricity we were wasting for the extravagance of a hot
shower. It was awkward to bathe with the sound of the servant washing himself on the other side
of the wall, but it was clear at that point in our first morning that soundproofing had not been the
priority in the construction of our building. It was designed primarily for the summer heat: no
insulation, loosely fitted window frames, gaps under doors big enough to allow chipmunks to
invade, and exhaust fans open to the outside air—all to create that elusive cross-breeze. It’s a



lovely feature in the spring and fall. In the summer, though, it lets out our air conditioning; and in
the winter, it lets in the smell.The first time we smelled it was during our first night in Gurgaon.
We were jet-lagged and bedraggled when we entered Hamilton Court, a massive apartment
complex built for the kings and queens of the new Indian economy, where my company had
rented a flat to house Jenny and me and all the other expat employees they expected to
imminently hire. We dragged our suitcases past the children running about the walled compound
and the couples walking laps around the building, through the featureless lobby and up the
elevator to the four-bedroom, 4,500-square-foot duplex on the very top floor. The master
bedroom, which had been earmarked for Jenny and me, was a 700-squarefoot concrete echo
chamber. It was bigger than our entire apartment in Brooklyn. And it was completely empty
except for a bed, two chairs, a small television and the smell.The smell got worse as the evening
wore on. It was so bad that I woke in the middle of the night convinced that poison gases were
leaking from the pipes. This is no exaggeration: I actually shook Jenny awake and hissed, “That
smell! Do you smell it?! I think there’s some sort of gas leak!” We were the first people ever to
sleep in this brand-new bedroom, and I had visions of Ratan, the apartment’s live-in servant,
finding us choked to death as he came to deliver our morning mangoes. What else but some
sort of terrible plumbing malfunction could explain that enveloping odor of rot and death?It was
two in the morning, but I nevertheless forced Jenny out of bed and into one of the other empty
bedrooms in the flat. The smell was there, too, but not quite as asphyxiating. And that was where
Ratan was surprised to find us the next morning: Jenny grumpy, but both of us alive.As it turned
out, there was nothing wrong with the pipes. That was just how winter smelled. And we learned
that the smell comes on every fall, ushered in by Diwali fireworks that create a haze of smoke
that seems thick enough to choke out a city-wide infestation of flying insects—which, during the
second Diwali we celebrated, actually happened. The smell is the aroma of cow-dung cooking
fires, of coal-fired power plants, of brick kilns that almost outnumber cows in rural Uttar Pradesh,
of the dead leaves and plastic chai cups that tent-dwellers and security guards burn to keep
warm, and of Delhi’s millions of cars, trucks and motorcycles that haven’t yet been converted to
run on natural gas. The smell comes at night; daytime provides a respite. And every day as dusk
would fall, we would hope that maybe the weather had finally shifted, that maybe the smell had
finally moved on to Rajasthan or something. But then the sun would set and the smell would rise,
permeating every corner of the city just like those flying insects did, except the smell couldn’t be
dissipated by swatting at it. When morning came, the cycle would repeat, much to the dismay of
the city’s sixteen million lungs.Until the seasons changed. And the heat began.Delhi’s winter
surprised us by existing. Packing our suitcases back in Brooklyn, we anticipated eleven months
of unbroken heat and one month of unbroken rain. But by the midpoint of our first December
we’d purchased two electric heaters and two thick wool blankets to wrap around our shoulders
during those moments when we’d exit the narrow arc of air that the electric heaters kept warm.
And still the drafts radiated through our windows and wrapped icily around our souls. Walking
upon the marble floor—which was intended to echo the air conditioning in the summer—was a



barefoot trek across an icy lake, despite the three pairs of socks I would be wearing. (I couldn’t
find any slippers my size in the market.) Going to the bathroom made us wish our flat had a
squat toilet—anything other than sitting on that icy seat.The dropping temperature had been a
gradual revelation. At first, we only needed a comforter for our bed. Then we only needed a
sweater around the house. Before long, we were buying hats, and then scarves, and then
gloves, and then jackets, and then those electric heaters that we’d also use to thaw our bathroom
—without the heater, the bathroom was more useful as a walk-in freezer. Late night rides in open-
air autorickshaws made us regret not leasing a car. Huddled together in the back seat, staring at
the driver’s back through our own fogged breath, we’d envy the surreptitious warming sips he’d
take from the small bottle in his breast pocket, no matter the impact they had on his driving.But
winter also brought splendor to Delhi. Driving down M.G. Road on the coldest mornings,
segments of the Metro would disappear into the vanishing point, majestically suspended in the
sky, more massive and beautiful than they ever seemed on a clear day. The air, thick and still,
would be broken only by brilliant flashes of blue as kingfishers flitted across the road. Passing
through Gurgaon, the skyscrapers would be hidden behind gray clouds, an invisible presence
somewhere beyond the black silhouettes of the electrical towers.Beautiful as it was, though, this
fog was trouble. Every winter morning the newspapers told of canceled trains and flights forced
to land in Jaipur and wait on the tarmac for half a day until conditions improved. To combat this
smog, Delhi had by 2003 forced nearly all its buses, autorickshaws and taxis to convert to
compressed natural gas, reducing air pollution considerably—except that Delhiites added 1,000
new vehicles to the road every day, increasing the total from 3.6 million vehicles in 2001 to 4.8
million in 2006.1 The benefits of CNG were lost in the volume of new traffic.And worse than
travel delays was the toll this pollution took on health: India Today said that Delhi was “India’s
asthma capital.” By New Year’s, it seemed like all of Delhi was coughing at once. The rattling
hacks of drivers in desperate need of antibiotics shattered the serenity of our foggy rides
home.The weather never went below freezing in Delhi. So it never snowed. Which meant Delhi
had all of the misery of winter but none of the fun. But winter was relatively short; so by February
the nights were comfortable, the days were pleasant, the winter fog was no longer delaying
midnight flights until 6 a.m., and the air was slightly more breathable. With the April heat just
around the corner, spring was a frantic rush to squeeze in as many outdoor activities as
possible: walks in parks, rooftop barbeques, trips to desert cities in Rajasthan.The heat began
on schedule. And it ushered in a series of dust storms that blew into our house through the same
loosely fitted doors and windows that the winter drafts found so conducive to making our
refrigerator redundant. A series of springtime storms washed the dust off the trees, quickly
transforming the roads into mud that would just as quickly dry in the sun and turn back into tree-
coating dust—but not before hopelessly snarling traffic.And then the spring rains stopped, and
only the heat remained.That was when both my mother and Jenny’s father began reading to us
from the global weather forecasts printed in their local newspapers, each independently
conniving to convince us to move back home. “I see it’ll be 110 degrees for you today,” they



would both say, “but gee, you know, it’s only seventy-three in Brooklyn . . .”By their numbers,
April, May and June appeared to be the hottest months. But July and August were worse.
Because that’s when the humidity kicked in. I couldn’t complain too much, as my daily exposure
was limited to those moments I’d leave my air-conditioned taxi to dash into my air-conditioned
home or air-conditioned office. Jenny had it worse: she commuted by autorickshaw, so reaching
her air-conditioned office necessitated a sweaty crawl through unmoving traffic, with her scarf
draped around her mouth to filter the dust as well as draped over her arm to block the sun and
below her neck to dissuade the driver from trying to ogle cleavage she wasn’t revealing
anyway.Still, we complained about the heat much less than we complained about the cold.
That’s because we knew we were among the fortunate few in Delhi who were never far from an
air conditioner, and also because we were even more fortunate to live in Hauz Khas, which had
fairly reliable electricity. Power in our neighborhood failed relatively infrequently and then only for
an hour or two at a time, and our flat’s backup power was sufficient to keep our fans whirring until
power returned. As long as we didn’t turn on too many lights. Compare that to our friends Scott
and Sally, an American couple from Chicago who lived in Shanti Niketan, a few miles and a
whole infrastructure west of us: they spent many of their summer nights staring at silent air-
conditioners as the (batterypowered) bedside clock ticked slowly towards morning.But while the
heat and humidity wilted us expats, making us pine for a return to the British tradition of moving
the capital’s business to cool mountain towns for the summer, native Delhiites endured with
proud stoicism. That’s because they knew something about the humidity that we didn’t: it meant
the monsoon was on its way.The monsoon is storied in both ancient and modern Indian culture.
It’s a giver of life. It brings the rains that feed the crops that feed the nation. The monsoon begins
in Kerala in June and meanders its way across the subcontinent, a beloved air mass that’s
bounced around the country by ocean currents or winds off the Himalayas or whatever other
global weather patterns magically ensure it touches every part of the country. The newspapers
predict its arrival, debate its strength, and warn of a disappointment for farmers; and the whole of
the city scans the skies in the mornings, hope rising with every cloud, every breeze stirring
anticipation and joy in Delhi hearts.Our friend Penny said it best: “I didn’t realize why people here
loved rain so much until the first summer the rains refused to come.”But eventually, they did
come. For us, the first rain brought water spilling into our living room, thanks to the clogged drain
on our terrace; we plugged the gaps under the sliding wooden door with our clean towels and
sacrificed a few paperbacks to lift the air-conditioners’ power stabilizers off the soggy floor. And
we were so engrossed in mourning the laundry (which we didn’t do ourselves anyway) that we
nearly missed noticing that the rest of the city had turned joyful eyes to the sky. We looked out
the window, beheld the scene, and then pulled out our umbrellas and went down to the street to
watch. Children ran merrily through the puddles. Men held babies in the downpour. Laughing
women adjusted soaked saris that clung to their curves like Bollywood song numbers come to
life. Motorcycle riders smiled despite their soaking, enjoying the coolness with the knowledge
that the sun would soon return to make everything too hot again.The monsoon delighted all: the



adults, the children, the farmers, the mosquitoes and the foliage. Unfortunately, the pavement in
the streets also wanted to get in on the action: like a boy tilting his face into the rain, the roads
would crack wide open to absorb as much water as they could. But while the boy would
eventually close his mouth and move on to school, the roads didn’t stop: cracks widened into
potholes that swelled into chasms. Water collected in puddles that became ponds and then
lakes. Sinkholes transformed whole stretches of road into impromptu Indian Oceans.This had a
negative effect on traffic. And this effect was compounded by the apparent fact that the city saw
it as futile to repair its infrastructure while there were still more rains to come.But potholes
weren’t the worst of it. When the run-off would overwhelm the drainage, roadside gutters would
overflow two lanes beyond their banks. Sometimes entire roads would be cut off by floodwater,
as was the case with Aurobindo Marg during one downpour, when a flood stretched from the far
end of the street all the way to our building’s front door, a hundred meters away. (We grabbed our
umbrellas and went out to watch the chaos; as the water receded, manhole covers appeared on
the road dozens of feet from the holes they’d covered—the pressure of the run-off backing up in
the sewers had literally blown the cast-iron lids into the air.) In Gurgaon, whole stretches of road
and pavement that had washed away early in the monsoon remained that way weeks later,
forcing commuters to drive over rubble hillocks and through rock-filled gulches to enter the
Millennium City.When the monsoon ended, the heat returned. But it was feeble. We weren’t
frightened of it any more. We’d seen its worst and the heat knew it. Its post-monsoon effort was a
last gasp, a pathetic attempt to salvage some dignity before collapsing into the coolness of
fall.As with spring, fall was a time for outdoor activities, for daytime football without fear of
dehydration, for enjoying the terrace on evenings when the breeze blew the gathering pollution
into Rajasthan. And by November, the nightly fog was again rolling in, the nightly flights were
again being delayed and, as we celebrated our one-year anniversary in Delhi, the smell and the
cycle began anew.But back in that first morning in our new apartment, we were still blissfully
unaware of the cold that awaited us, the heat we couldn’t imagine, the monsoon we didn’t
understand; we were still even unaware of the household mysteries that awaited us just outside
our bedroom door. And we would have remained innocent at least until after our showers had we
not heard the next sound to join our Delhi morning chorus: our doorbell rang.I put on my clothes,
exited the bedroom, and opened the front door to reveal a woman I didn’t know who began
shouting at me in a language I didn’t recognize. Tugging her headscarf with a humility belied by
her shouting, she mimed shapes I couldn’t discern and pointed emphatically out to the
terrace.“I’m sorry,” I told her. “I don’t understand.”More shouting, waving, gesturing and pointing,
all punctuated by sharp tugs of her headscarf.“I’m sorry!” I told her. “No Hindi!”The woman
paused as Jenny came to the door and stood behind me. As we regarded her faded mustard
sari and the big brass ring in her nose, she regarded us: a pretty blonde with brown eyes
standing next to a taller, slightly goofy looking guy who’d clearly gotten lucky in the spouse
department. Our puzzled faces were tinged with just the slightest amount of panic. “No Hindi,” I
repeated again.She frowned at me. “Something something?” she asked in her language.“No,” I



said, relieved. “No Hindi.”She threw her head back and laughed. And then she resumed
shouting, and she continued shouting, and she wouldn’t stop shouting. So Jenny and I decided
to try a different tactic.“Aha!” I said, nodding with as much vigorous sincerity as I could muster.
“Haan, haan! Yes, yes!”The woman grinned with triumph and marched down the stairs.We
watched after her, shook our heads and closed the door.The next morning, the doorbell rang
again. More shouting, and more gesturing on her part. Again, neither Jenny nor I could wave or
mime well enough to convince her that we didn’t speak her language.As the week progressed,
she grew increasingly frustrated with our inability to comply with her plainly stated requests, and
we grew increasingly frustrated with the scene at the door.When we stopped answering the
doorbell before noon, she started ringing it at one.Finally, our landlord Shankar explained it: she
was Shilpa, and she was there to collect our garbage, which we were supposed to leave for her
on the terrace. For this, we were to pay her 300 rupees a month, plus a bonus on Diwali. And
Shilpa wasn’t going to let us forget it.Shankar didn’t ask what we’d been doing with our garbage
up until that moment. Which was good, because we’d spent our first week carting our trash a few
hundred meters up Aurobindo Marg to a dumping station that had been constructed in the
parking lot of the Swift Car Rental company. Swift’s workers had stared at us each time, as if
they’d never seen anyone dumping garbage into the garbage dumping station before. Now we
realized that they’d probably never seen anyone dumping garbage who wasn’t a maid.Shilpa
would ring our doorbell every morning that we didn’t leave a bag for her, always chattering away
with no acknowledgement that we had no idea what she said. We even tried practising our Hindi
on her. “Hamlog Hindi nahin samehajta hoon,” we would tell her, reciting what we’d learned in
our lessons as phonetically as we could. “We don’t understand Hindi.”“Nahin?” she’d cock her
head and regard us as if she understood. But each time we were about to rejoice at this
communications breakthrough, she’d laugh and then continue her indecipherable lecture
anew.Shilpa provided the garbage-hauling and stair-sweeping services for all the flats in our
bungalow, which is what our landlord called our style of building. It consisted of six units on four
levels that shared a driveway and a stairwell, plus a seventh flat with a separate entrance around
the corner on the main road, three stories below our living-room terrace. We never saw any signs
of life in that flat, but during our final Christmas party, one of our guests knocked a wine glass
onto their property below. When I went down the next morning to clean it up, the shattered glass
was already gone. Which meant that somebody did actually live there, and that his only
impression of Jenny and me was that we were vandals who threw trash in their driveway and
didn’t apologize for it.The other ground-floor unit, with its entrance just off our driveway,
belonged to Dr. T., a throat surgeon in his sixties who boasted to us about having both taught
and practiced in New York state. I’d periodically come down in the morning to find him berating
my taxi drivers about the sprawling manner in which they parked. Most of our conversations with
him were in passing, and almost every single one ended with an invitation for a drink that I
always declined—not because I didn’t want to get to know him, but because Dr. T. had a terrible
timing. He was always inviting me to join him right when I was coming home from work late and



just wanted to collapse into my dinner, or when I was actually coming home from work early and
wanted to take full advantage of that miracle.Just past the entrance to Dr. T.’s flat was a swinging
iron gate that was locked at night to protect our bungalow’s central stairwell from the
neighborhood’s nocturnal evils. Its padlock was old-fashioned and difficult to open even in the
best of circumstances; had there been a fire in the building, I could imagine all of us residents
piled up behind it, our faces squished into the gate as we shouted at whoever’s trembling hands
were fumbling to insert the key while Dr. T. shouted from beyond the gate that we should have
replaced that padlock years ago.Beyond that gate, past the ancient electrical meters nailed
haphazardly to an equally ancient piece of mounted plywood, was the stairwell. It was our
bungalow’s central artery, linking all our individual cells, feeding us our daily ration of maids and
deliverymen and chance encounters and overheard gossip. The first landing was stained with
grease from where Anya’s dogs slept during the day, when the gate was open and they could
sneak in. The second landing boasted a nondescript gray door, behind which was our landlord’s
office. A businessman in his late fifties, Shankar lived in Vasant Vihar but worked in this
converted flat alongside a handful of other men and a cacophony of computers, contraptions
and piles of paper. We never really understood quite what they did, even though we entered his
office a few times every month to ask him a question, report something broken, or hand him our
rent check.Up one more set of stairs was the only landing with two doors. Behind the door on the
right was a flat that stood empty almost our entire time in Delhi. One day we were surprised to
notice activity as we passed by: noises coming from inside, luggage resting on the landing and,
oddly, newspapers stuffed into the crack under the door. A few days later, we met a man coming
out of the flat who told us he worked ‘in the films’ in Mumbai; we shook hands and never saw him
again. From then, there were no further signs of activity until shortly before we moved out, when
a team of remodelers began to gut the entire place, working for weeks but showing no progress
visible from the front door that they always left open. Their only clear accomplishment was to
brick up an alcove in the stairwell adjacent to this flat and then tear down the wall behind the
new bricks—a land grab that added ten square feet to the flat, and stole ten square feet from the
stairwell.Across the landing was Anya’s flat. Its door was labeled with the name and military rank
of her late grandfather, who’d owned the flat until he passed away; inside, fading photos of old
army regiments still covered its walls. A single woman in her early thirties, Anya worked as a
freelance Japanese translator, speaking glowingly of her love of sushi and everything else
Japanese. She was the first person in the building we met after Shankar, and she became our
conduit to the neighborhood gossip. But it’s fortunate that we became friendly at all, seeing as
how I managed to mortally offend her during our very first conversation, which took place on the
driveway as she was feeding her dogs. When she mentioned in passing that she liked south
Indian food, I asked her in all my innocent expat ignorance, “Oh, are you from south India?”She
looked at me crossly. “Do I look like I’m from south India?”“I . . . don’t know,” I stammered. “I, like,
just got here.”Anya had a razor-sharp wit that often left me sputtering and Jenny laughing. She
was a wealth of knowledge who helped us understand the culture around us, from the trivial to



the profound to the deeply catty. She taught us that one Japanese motorcycle company broke
into the Indian market only after inventing “sari guards” to protect women sitting side-saddle from
getting their clothes tangled in the gears. She regaled us with stories of the Delhi in which she
grew up, a city that even ten years prior to our arrival had “no grocery stores and no takeaway
restaurants.” And she told us stories of Mr. and Mrs. M.Mr. and Mrs. M. lived one landing up from
Anya and one landing below us. Mr. M. possessed a shock of white hair that fell behind his ears
and down to his neck in a manner that, in America, would only have been appropriate for an ex-
rockstar or a mad scientist. But as amazing as his hair was, we hardly noticed it, because our
eyes were drawn inevitably to his spectacular white mustache that contrasted so heroically with
his dark skin. He was a formidable-looking man with a formidable-sounding voice that could be
heard up and down the stairwell, through doors, around corners and sometimes in different
neighborhoods. Conversations with him were intensely one-sided: whatever opinion or fact we
tried to inject was either steamrolled over or interpreted as confirmation of his worldview,
regardless of whether it actually was. His wife, Mrs. M., was a frail woman, a tiny figure with an
exaggerated tremble who, despite weighing what seemed to be no more than fifty pounds,
nevertheless managed to successfully walk Izabelle—their beautiful golden retriever who
exuberantly jumped after anybody who passed by—without ever being dragged down the stairs
and around the neighborhood.Mr. M. took a dim view of his fellow Indians, I’m sad to say; and he
never grew tired of sharing his dim views with us. Sitting on his terrace in the mornings, he’d spot
me when I’d step out to see if my taxi had arrived. If it hadn’t, he’d gesture angrily at the empty
parking spot and shout how one couldn’t trust “any of them,” initially meaning taxi drivers but
quickly broadening his thesis to encompass his countrymen at large. “Indians are very cunning!”
he’d shout at me and the rest of the neighborhood. “Very cunning, very selfish! They park like
this!” He’d wave his arms at the nearest parked car. “Not even God can help!”Mr. M. was always
very friendly and helpful to us, and it pains me to present him as a caricature; but almost every
interaction we had with him was succeeded by Jenny and me turning to each other and saying,
“I can’t believe he said that.” His heart was in the right place: he just wanted everyone around
him to meet his standards of civilization. So from his perch upon his balcony, he waged a one-
man war on street-level transgressions. He’d yell from above at cars that parked sloppily, at taxi
drivers who had the audacity to wait downstairs for me instead of coming up and ringing my bell,
at autorickshaw drivers who didn’t help Jenny carry her bags, at boys spitting, at guards
sleeping and, of course, at men urinating. Anya told us that she’d seen him on numerous
occasions run downstairs and chase peeing men away from the object of their affliction,
hollering at their receding backs as they duck-walked away.Perhaps because he spent his whole
day making enemies from above, Mr. M. was very concerned about the neighborhood’s security
situation. “You can have your stone-clad house, but outside it’s worse than Harlem!” he told us.
One day he and Mrs. M. grew convinced that someone was stealing light bulbs out of our
stairwell, so he unilaterally instituted a policy of padlocking the front gate at 7 p.m., right after
Shankar’s employees left, instead of at midnight as it had been up until then. Unlocking the



padlock was difficult enough from the inside; unlocking it from the outside, as I now had to do
every night when I arrived home from work, required contorting my wrist to ease the reversed
key into the hole, pressing my face against the dusty iron gate and usually dropping my
belongings in the process.Mr. M. periodically shared his political views with us. He praised
George W. Bush and worried during the American election that Barack Obama was “a secret
Muslim.” And as our time in India grew short and we began considering a number of Southeast
Asian cities as our next home, he had some advice: “You should go to Singapore, because in
Kuala Lumpur are the Muslims.”With the guilt that one feels when brushing off an elderly relative,
Jenny and I politely squirmed out of Mr. M.’s invitations for coffee, mostly because we didn’t want
to spend our brief weekend leisure time being told how to treat our maid and what “the real
problem with Indians” was. But on the day we moved out for good, we did take a moment to say
goodbye. At first, we mutually lamented the small amount of time we’d had to get to know each
other; but then Mr. M. made it clear that he’d gotten to know us in other ways. “I read that too
much wine can cause cancer,” he told us, raising his white eyebrows poignantly, clearly referring
to the empty bottles we’d leave once or twice a week on the terrace for Shilpa to collect (and, as
we were now learning, for him to scrutinize). He looked at us critically. “But . . . you’re young, and
life is exciting for you right now.”Up one more landing past Mr. and Mrs. M. were two doors. One
led to a large, empty roof terrace with clotheslines that we used to dry our sheets; and the other,
with a horseshoe nailed atop the frame, led to our flat. A small terracotta Ganesh on the wall—
the only other decoration on that landing—smiled patiently at us every time we opened the door
to answer Shilpa’s morning knocks. Shilpa’s visits had become part of Ganesh’s morning
symphony as well as ours, joining the honking horns and sweeping brooms and shouts of
overbearing neighbors and murmur of armed men.As in Brooklyn, it all became background.
Even the paellawallah’s morning rounds stopped waking us up with hunger pains. Although
that’s also because we found out he was shouting “ka-baaaaaaaaad-ai,” which meant he was
looking for old newspapers and empty bottles to buy. An entrepreneurial garbage collector, in
other words. In fact, “he” was probably a “they”—a number of different men bicycled through the
neighborhood every morning, shouting their intention to buy rags or cans, or to sharpen knives,
or to make keys. And while at first we couldn’t understand how people could equate their cries
with garbage removal or on-the-spot button affixing, we realized there was an American parallel:
Indians visiting America in summertime must be equally baffled that the music emanating from
speakers atop a white van can suddenly cause all the children in the neighborhood to run to
their parents begging for ice cream money. The kabadiwallah has combined the business model
of Brooklyn bottle collectors with the marketing strategy of the Mister Softee truck. Only to our
wistful Western ears did it sound like a Mediterranean delight.Still, the paellawallah idea is a
good one. And we claim no patent on it. Some reader of this book will start this service and
make a fortune, at least once he figures out where to source cuttlefish in India, and once people
stop trying to sell him their scrap paper.1.2Delhi: The Sprawled CityOn my very first night in
Delhi, jet lag and foot pain woke me at 3 a.m. This was in my company’s rented apartment in the



Greater Kailash-II neighborhood at the beginning of my trial month in the country, eight days
before Jenny would join me from New York and three months before we would move to our flat in
Hauz Khas. My feet were a mess of blisters because the brief neighborhood tour I’d embarked
upon after arriving from the airport had turned into an hours-long trek once I’d gotten hopelessly
and panic-inducingly lost.It’s embarrassing to recall how frightened I was while wandering those
unfamiliar streets. But this is the truth: those hours I spent searching for my flat were the most
overwhelming of my life. My terror can be blamed perhaps on jet lag and naïveté (I had traveled
without sleep for twenty hours to a country I’d never realistically imagined I’d visit), but it was
compounded by the fact that I had no Indian currency, I couldn’t get my bank card to work, I
carried no mobile phone, I was wearing no sunblock, I had no water, and I could discern
absolutely no logic in the layout of the hot streets. Dogs glared at me as I encroached on their
shade for respite. Monkeys swung menacingly overhead. Crows perched like death, cawing
curses as I passed. Every vehicle on the street seemed to be honking at me. And every person I
asked for help pointed me in a different direction.It took me hours to find my flat again. My neck
was as bright and as red as, well, a tourist who didn’t wear sunblock. Once safely inside, though,
my throbbing fear devolved into quivering malaise and hunger crept forward to assert primacy in
my hierarchy of needs, compelling me to knock on my new landlord’s door and humbly borrow
money for food. And then I hobbled to the market, ate a delightful meal, followed my carefully
noted route back home, and gave in to exhaustion even before the sun had set.Now, eight hours
later, I was wide awake and staring at the unfamiliar ceiling. My company had offered me this
assignment in India just two weeks prior; and in the rush of paperwork and vaccination and
sunblock purchasing that followed, the full weight of my commitment hadn’t set in. It was there, in
that hard bed, with my sunburned neck gingerly lifted from the pillow and medicated gel
slathered on my feet, where angst began to bear down on me. If I were a religious man, I would
have prayed for a sign.Instead, I turned on the television. And there was my sign anyway: The
Simpsons was on. And it was the episode in which Homer moved to India.As unlikely as this
coincidence may sound, it’s the absolute truth: it was 3 a.m., I was in India, and so was Homer
Simpson. Springfield Nuclear Power Plant had outsourced its jobs to Bangalore, and Homer was
here to train the workers. Against all odds, he was so successful that he was promoted to
manage the entire plant.This, somehow, was exactly what I needed to see: if Homer Simpson
could succeed in India, so could I.Though the rest of the episode descended into nonsense
(while Mr. Burns rafted down the Ganges with a group of corpses, Homer declared himself a
Hindu god, and the rest of the Simpsons journeyed upriver Apocalypse Now-style to stop his
madness), I’d already gotten my inspiration from it. I continued watching American sitcoms (I
couldn’t believe they showed Friends in India!) until the sun rose. And then I opened up my map
of Delhi, put my finger on the point towards which the city’s main roads imprecisely converged,
and said to myself, “There is where I will go.” I walked outside, hailed an autorickshaw for the
very first time, and went straight to Old Delhi.Nine hours later, I returned home with a deep love
for India and the perspective to appreciate how peaceful and quiet Greater Kailash-II actually



was.For both Jenny and me, Old Delhi became our favorite part of the city. Old Delhi is what
Westerners imagine when we imagine India: narrow streets, bustling alleys, pressing crowds,
bleating animals, and ancient buildings with sculpted stone lattices still visible behind jury-rigged
aluminium siding. Humanity’s technological progress can be charted in the Gordian canopy of
cables strung overhead, with frayed telephone lines hanging limp like severed jungle vines over
inch-thick power cables, and mobile phone masts competing with minarets to block whatever
sunlight still trickles down. Every corner turned in Old Delhi revealed something we never
imagined we’d see: a monkey fight, for instance, or a metal trunk full of severed goat legs.
Women in black burqas sat stoically on bicycle rickshaws steered by impossibly thin men in
impossibly thin shirts. Porters lugged burlap sacks, bent halfway by the weight on their backs but
still not sweating half as much as we tourists taking their pictures. A right turn opens up to a
deserted mosque. A left turn takes us into the courtyard of a nineteenth-century mansion, where
a maroon sari swirls and disappears into the darkness beyond an upper-story balcony. Children
giggle and follow us and ask to shake our hands.We’d each recall a different experience every
time we visited: there was always too much to see in Old Delhi for two people to see the same
things. Old Delhi can’t be remembered linearly, but only as sensory bursts, as a mosaic of
fleeting thrills that disappeared before they could be focused upon: chickens squawking, women
squatting next to vegetables, pigeons cooing, kites flying, children hollering from the backs of
bicycle rickshaws, bangles glinting on wrists, potatoes frying in giant vats of oil, hawkers
shouting, bells ringing, beards, sweat, sticks slapping on bulls’ flanks, prayer beads clicking,
scooters honking, tourists screeching in indignation, and then suddenly we’re both choking and
tearing—we’d wandered into the wholesale spice market, and they’re roasting chilli peppers, and
even the workers are coughing and breathing through their sleeves, only they’re carrying fifty-
pound bales of dried peppers on their heads as they do so.Old Delhi has hundreds of thousands
of residents, but nobody we asked knew anybody who lived there. Its economy is bustling, but
none of the friends or colleagues we queried knew anybody who worked there. Depending on
with whom we spoke, Old Delhi either provides the city’s economic lifeblood with its wholesale
markets, or it’s a completely self-contained entity. It’s where all roads converge, or it’s where no
one goes. A few of our Indian friends enjoyed exploring it as much as we did, but many of the
people we talked to viewed Old Delhi as the opposite of the India they celebrate. They look with
pride on skyscrapers and shopping malls and streets wide enough to actually accommodate
cars; Old Delhi, to them, couldn’t be torn down fast enough. For the majority of Delhiites, daily
life takes place on the periphery, in the sprawl, beyond the Ring Roads. Daily life in Delhi moves
around the physical center, and almost never passes through it. The majority of Delhiites live
outside the center and are content to ignore what goes on inside.Like most tourists, Jenny and I
never went anywhere those first weeks without a bottle of sunblock in one hand and a copy of
the Lonely Planet travel guide in the other. And on our first joint trip to the Old City, we followed
the book around the area’s major sights. We admired the Red Fort, we bought scarves on
Chandni Chowk, we climbed the minaret at the Jama Masjid, we ate at Karim’s. And then we put



the book in my backpack, slathered additional sunblock on our necks, and plunged blindly into
the nearest alley until, finally, our eyes glazed from sensory overload, hungry but not yet brave
enough to try street food. Wondering why we were the only ones who were sweating, we
retrieved the Lonely Planet and sought its advice on the nearest air-conditioned restaurant. And
that took us to Connaught Place, a half-mile southwest of Old Delhi and a century forward in
time.The very first thing we did in CP was get lost. Which is what we also did on every
subsequent visit. CP (as everyone calls Connaught Place) is a set of three concentric streets
and radial spokes set around a central plaza. Opened in 1933 by the British rulers as their
central business area, it’s promoted today as Delhi’s top destination for shopping and
entertainment. But CP’s unvarying two-story colonial buildings, with brightly lit lower floors and
dusty windows above street level, offered few landmarks to provide bearings. Each whitewashed
block had supposedly been assigned a letter to aid navigation, but none actually displayed their
designations anywhere we could see. Some streets were two-way, some were one-way, and
some were blocked to traffic and used as parking lots. The sidewalk vendors who sold sprouted
lentils, patchwork handicrafts, softcover books, and posters of smiling babies and snarling
American wrestlers all added to the confusion, because the same goods were peddled on every
block of the inner circle, making it seem like we were passing the same spot over and over
again.The feeling of wandering the Hundred Acre Woods was exacerbated when we started
paying attention to the retail outlets: Connaught Place was an infinite loop of Van Heusen
stores.But on subsequent visits, when we looked closer, we saw treasures. Independent
antiquity still survived behind the brand names. There were restaurants with both the décor and
uniformed waiters of colonial times, ancient tailors and dusty keymakers sitting in alcoves
surrounded by antique tools, hand-painted signs that made the area a study in 1950s
typography, and two branches of Saravana Bhavan, the most delicious south Indian restaurant in
the city.There were also the elements that support CP’s reputation as a shopping-and-retail
destination: clubs, restaurants, a nice central park, and a creepy underground capitalistic free-
for-all called Palika Bazaar, in which all laws protecting copyright and restraining pornography
were apparently suspended. CP was also the closest thing Delhi had to a downtown business
district: the city had seeded one of its radial spokes with a small collection of fifteen- or
twentystory buildings that ranged architecturally from striking to shocking. But, just like many of
the corporate campuses we visited in the Delhi region, the buildings weren’t built with
pedestrians in mind. Fences, walls and gates flourished, the buildings were set back far from the
street and the ground levels lacked retail—all of which discouraged casual strolling, making the
area feel deserted even in the middle of the day.Soon after we’d arrived in Delhi, we’d hung a
map of the city in our living room. (“Why do all foreigners have maps of Delhi hanging in their
living rooms?” my boss Murali laughed when he first saw it.) We’d scrutinize our map on
weekend mornings to decide which part of the city we’d visit next. “Model Town sounds idyllic.”
“Friends Colony sounds welcoming.” “Let’s try a tropical theme: Bali Nagar, and then Sunlight
Colony.” But in those first few weeks, our gazes returned again and again to the Yamuna River, a



big blue north–south swatch cutting through the gray of the map near Old Delhi, Connaught
Place and attractions like the Red Fort.We’d read that the Yamuna was one of Hinduism’s holiest
rivers. So we imagined a waterfront boardwalk developed equally for leisure and for spiritual
matters, with sidewalk cafés overlooking ancient ghats still in constant use, and Segways for rent
by the hour. The Lonely Planet may not have mentioned it, but cities like London, Paris and New
York are defined by and built around their great rivers; why wouldn’t Delhi be the same? We
noted the proximity to the Yamuna of the great green splotch on our map labeled “Raj Ghat.”
That green splotch extended all the way to the blue stripe, so we figured that Raj Ghat must be a
large park with a splendid view of the river. So that’s where we went.And while Raj Ghat is a
lovely park (it was built around the spot where Gandhi was cremated), it was entirely
unconnected with the river so nearby. We wandered the paths and read the signs, knowing that
a “ghat” is a series of steps leading to water, like the ones that line the Ganges in Varanasi;
surely there were ghats around here somewhere, with old ladies selling orange garlands and
flickering candles floating peacefully down the river at sunset.But we never found it. Every path
that seemed promising dead-ended in impenetrable woods. Google Maps later showed us that
Raj Ghat was a half-mile from the water. Maybe it used to abut the water at one time, before the
Yamuna’s cyclical flooding changed its course. If we’d pushed through those woods bordering
the park, we would have stumbled onto farm fields—yes, farm fields, there in the middle of the
city.The Yamuna’s fertile floodplain is lined with acres and acres of farmland, even as the river
passes through the heart of the city sixteen million people call home. (Or perhaps many more—
in his book Delhi: Adventures in a Megacity, Sam Miller argues that some definitions of the city’s
limits put the population at over twenty million, which would make Delhi the world’s most
populous city.) In most global cities, the banks of the city’s biggest rivers are the domain of either
industry or leisure, but in Delhi, this coveted real estate is reserved for farmers. And the fact that
farms buffer the Yamuna for almost its entire journey through Delhi (although the area directly
north and east of Raj Ghat was once a massive slum, until its 150,000 homes were razed in
20041) suggests that farmers are so politically powerful as to have forced the city to grow
around them.Aside from when we crossed the bridges on the road to Uttar Pradesh, the only
time we actually saw the Yamuna was during our visit to Majnu Ka Tila, the “Little Tibet”
neighborhood a few miles north of the Red Fort. Wandering the lanes, Jenny and I caught a
glimpse of water through an alley. We eagerly rushed forward, expecting to finally find our
boardwalk, anticipating a nice little hiking trail down to the water, assuming that, at the least,
there would be a riverfront café where we could grab a cold beer. But where the alley broke
through the buildings, we stopped short. There were a few rickety stepping stones, there were
some farmers, there were some cattle, there was some brownish water in the distance past the
fields, and there was the faint smell of the river detectable even this far away. There was nothing
any tourist would want to see.The farmers stared at us. We glumly returned to the market and
bought a bootlegged Guns N’ Roses CD.Unlike Cairo or Singapore or Mumbai or New York,
where water is a central part of each city’s identity, Delhi’s river is walled off and forgotten by



everyone except those who farm it, the municipal and private entities who dump their waste into
it, and anyone who stops to think about where their sewage goes and where their drinking water
comes from. (Delhi uses 210 million gallons of relatively clean water2 from upstream points on
the Yamuna for drinking purposes every day.3 It has to use upstream water because, while the
Delhi region is just one percent of the river’s total catchment area, the city contributes more than
fifty percent of the river’s pollutants.4)So for all purposes of cultural life and urban design, Delhi
is a riverless city, with the Yamuna out of sight and out of mind. Perhaps that’s because the
politicians who could do something to improve the Yamuna’s state are too busy sipping gimlets
in Lutyens’s Delhi.Lutyens’ Delhi is the “New” Delhi that the British built to underscore their
conviction that imperial ideals could introduce civility and decorum even to a city as barbaric as
they viewed nineteenth-century Delhi to be. Their uninvited benevolence manifested in the
razing and remaking of ten square miles5 of villages, farms and parts of the Old City in the
Empire’s image of itself: mathematical boulevards on a monumental scale, whitewashed
bungalows for proper gentlefolk, monolithic and imposing government buildings, and the
uncanny utilization of street design as a tool for maintaining power.Edward Lutyens, a famous
English architect, began designing this New Delhi in 1912. Almost a century later, the area still
sings his opera of bureaucracy, his tribute to deaf government expressed in the voice of urban
planning. A mile south of Connaught Place, Lutyens’s Delhi is impersonal, maddening and
exhausting. The wide, featureless streets break off in geometrically precise directions from
indistinguishable roundabouts, keeping traffic both busily moving forward and not quite sure
which direction forward is. There is almost nothing to see between the roundabouts except for
trees and walls; the streetscape almost entirely lacks buildings, houses, shops, vendors, or
anything else to break up the monotony, and the trees and walls themselves are only there to
hide whatever is going on behind them—as are the guards whose mustaches and guns make it
clear that we shouldn’t try to find out. The greenery is admittedly beautiful, but even the trees
seem placed to deliberately avoid providing shade for anyone walking on the sidewalk.Lutyens’
Delhi may be among the most unwalkable urban landscapes in the world. That’s because
pedestrians in the area are confronted with endless, featureless boulevards that only reinforce
how hot it is and how far there is to go until the next featureless intersection. The design of New
Delhi is calculated to deter and depress anyone not being driven by a chauffeur already trained
to know the way. For a pedestrian, these streets are without comfort, without amenity and
without end.And these streets seem to articulate a certain philosophy of power: that the seat of
government is not meant to be accessible to the people. New Delhi was designed for empire, but
its present democratic occupants don’t seem terribly troubled about being so inaccessible.
Today, this area is where the national government does its business, and where the powerful
enjoy fresh air and quiet streets as they exchange handshakes and imported whisky and
suitcases full of money. Stringent laws protect the area from new construction, ensuring that
those inside its walls can indefinitely relax among manicured lawns and cooling breezes.Delhi
crams sixteen million people into a cityscape built to house and support far fewer. Regulations



on building height have forced the city to retain its low-rise profile when it so desperately needs
to grow upward. But those who have the legislative power to relieve the pressures of population
density are spared its indignities, spending their time in the one area of the city that actually has
elbowroom. Preservationists are right that there is historical value to this area, but wasting this
huge and vastly underutilized belt of land on political vanity is a crime. It’s beautiful to look at and
nice to drive through, but those pleasures don’t justify sustaining this lifeless void, this corrupting
vacuum. Old Delhi is called the Walled City, but Old Delhi is far more open and welcoming than
the Delhi that Lutyens built.We had very little business inside Lutyens’ Delhi, but we traveled
fairly frequently to Chanakyapuri, just to its west. Chanakyapuri is not technically attributable to
Lutyens, but it is almost identical in its spirit of exclusion. It boasts more embassies and swanky
hotels than we could visit in a week of lounge-hopping and ambassador-fêting. Dinner in this
neighborhood costs more than the guy who drives us there earns in a month. At the entrance to
each hotel, a huge valet in full Rajasthani costume—complete with champion mustache—waits
for the guard at the gate to dutifully certify that our taxi’s undercarriage is free of bombs so he
can open the car door for us. To make it past this bouncer, an Indian has to have the clothes, the
car and the mannerisms to certify a certain level of status; for foreigners, as our autorickshaw
drops us off in dusty sandals and sweaty T-shirts, all we have to do is be white.Jenny and I
periodically patronized these bastions of exclusivity, we admit. The income we earned in Delhi—
which would have made us barely middle class in New York—put us in the highest tiers of Indian
society, and we have a weakness for wine that isn’t stored in the hot recesses of a state-run
liquor store that caters primarily to on-duty autorickshaw drivers. Still, it wasn’t entirely possible
to enjoy our $50 Japanese yakitori on the same day we’d pay Shilpa, our bungalow’s sweeper,
$6 for her full month of work.We learned the importance of going into both Lutyens’s Delhi or
Chanakyapuri with a pre-planned exit strategy. On the Sunday night that our friend Penny invited
us for drinks at the Canadian embassy, we’d stumble back onto Indian soil to the starkest
reminder that everyone in this area could afford their own car: no empty autorickshaws were
cruising around looking for fares. So silent were those nighttime streets that we heard an
autorickshaw approaching from a half-mile away, a little lawnmower engine slowly puttering up
the vast expanse of road. Our hopes rose, visions of our pillows tickled our sleepy minds, but
then the dark shape in the back seat told us that this autorickshaw was occupied, and that we
were best off walking to India Gate to find a lift.
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M. Thakar, “He gets it! The whole picture. Brilliant book about Delhi from an external perspective.
As a Delhiite who now lives abroad I love to read about my city. Specifically, I enjoy reading what
outsiders write about it. I've read many books including Theroux and Dalrymple, but Prager's
book comes closest to making sense of the organized chaos that is Delhi. I reject another
reviewer's take that Prager sees the "sewage", actually he sees a lot of positives. He gets why
servants and peons should be hired in India (so they can get money AND help a family) rather
than pitied, he gets the logic of the bargain with the autowallah ( and does not call it tuk-tuk - a
Southeast Asian term), he figured out that men hugging in India and walking arm in arm is
aggressive male culture, and offers his own interpretations of many other experiences. While I
do not get the same smell when I visit Delhi every year, I do recognize a smell in the US which
natives do not get - they're used to it. I used this book as a travel companion for a 1 credit hour
travel class in which I take students to India (Delhi plus Kerala) and it has always been widely
appreciated. Dalrymple is too busy extolling the virtues of a bygone era of Mughal mansions
and others of his ilk like to see Delhi through medieval or Raj era glasses. Prager's book is the
story of modern Delhi, rude, bustling, but vivacious. A must read, with humor, information, and a
raconteur's wit.”

Ebook Library Reader11, “Great Help for a Future ex-pat. My husband and I are planning a move
to Delhi and this book has been a huge help. This book is sweet and charming and at times
chuckle worthy. We too laughed at the Gurgaon high rises with 5 bedroom apartments for 2
people. A bedroom for everyday of the week we said! I would recommend this book for anyone
traveling to Delhi too. The restaurant recommendations were the same we got from our local
friends. What makes this book different than others is that it's not a spiritual journey but more a
quirky and practical look at a fascinating place. I will recommend it too all my friends who are
already planning trips to come visit. Thanks Dave and Jenny!”

She Who Loves Books, “Honest and Fun to Read. This book is an amazing read! The author
talks honestly about Delhi, what he liked as well as what he disliked. And he did it all with humor.
It's obvious that he and his wife enjoyed their time in Delhi, and we get to live vicariously through
their adventures. I enjoyed the holidays, the food, the markets, and the traffic as described by
Dave Prager. The also book has a few photos that complement the text.I would highly
recommend this book to anyone traveling for the first time to Delhi. It would be a perfect
companion to any guidebook.I would also highly recommend this book to anyone who has been
to India. You will probably recognize yourself in the embarrassing situations and coming to terms
with a different culture. I know I did.”

Serena, “Written with Humor Thank Goodness!. A fascinating look at Delhi written by a man who
lived in the heart of the city for eighteen months. Dave Prager deals with the frustrations and



joys of living there with forgiveness and a sense of humor. Both he and his wife worked in Delhi
and in their free time mostly ate their way through the city. I didn't care to read about his
economic theories of begging in Delhi, but I enjoyed most everything else he had to say about
their experiences.I think it's great that he and his wife are having these adventures while they are
young.”

Kimdli, “Fantastic book. I came across this via the blog as I was relocating to Delhi. It became a
bit of a bible to me but you do not need to live or even visit Delhi to enjoy it. It is wonderful
account of a young couple's arrival in this extraordinary city and how they cope. It is amusing,
observant and fascinating. The comment that for every frustrating moment here there are many
more wonderful ones is one that has proven very true. I knew as soon as I arrived that I would
miss Delhi when I leave, as they have.”

Kaz C, “Great. Great”

Kim, “Great read. This was not what I expected !! It was much better !!i not only learned about
Delhi had a " experience " with it as well . Thanks.”

The book by Stefanie Hohl has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 37 people have provided feedback.
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